PORT OF ROTTERDAM
CONTAINER FACTS & FIGURES 2021

CONTAINER THROUGHPUT

- 155
- 15,299,970

EUROPE'S LARGEST TRANSHIPMENT HUB

- 48% EXPORT
- 52% IMPORT
- 48% CONTAINERS

EUROPE'S LARGEST TRANSHIPMENT HUB

- 24x FIRST PORT OF CALL
- 11x LAST PORT OF CALL

HIGHEST CONTAINER CAPACITY IN NORTH WEST EUROPE

- 23,992 TEU
- LARGEST VESSEL EVER ACE

100 DIRECT DEEPSEA SERVICES TO >200 PORTS

MODAL SPLIT

- BARGE 36%
- RAIL 11%
- TRUCK 53%

HIGHEST NUMBER OF DEEPSEA SERVICES (HLH RANGE) ON ASIA, SOUTH AFRICA & SOUTH AMERICA TRADES

- REEFER 15%
- TANK 3%
- DRY 82%

TOP DEEPSEA TRADES IN VOLUME

- 1 ASIA
- 2 SOUTH AMERICA
- 3 NORTH AMERICA

FASTEST GROWING CONTAINER TRADE

AFRICA +9.1%